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the immortal fairy that flows into her veins. You know how powerful their healers are, and she is even stronger. My sources say that the healing that she did that day is something that nobody has ever seen before. Morgana seemed completely indifferent. The Guardia Ombra should have killed Pegaso and the princess, but they failed. Her eyes were
restricted. I thought I had trained them all personally. How can a silly girl defeat the most lethal warriors of ILLADOR? He is too strong, says the Archmago, the face of her almost wild at the thought of the girl who had avoided them for more than fifteen years. She's more she uses her magic, more the power of her grows. There is no magician who
can hinder it now. Nonsense! The flames in the fireplace danced and danced while Morgana's anger flared up. She is always a way. Lucian has not beaten an eye. As you say, my queen. She launched him a look. And what news are there from Eldoren? Are you sure your sister and husband of her know what they do? Lucian nod. The black waters will
take the throne of Eldoren as you ordered. The plans have already been started. Not enough, Morgana lost her head. I also want Prince Rafael dead. The Ravenswood dynasty supports Aurora, and nobody has to survive. We will remove all her allies and her friends of her. Without adequate guide, the girl risks self -destructing. Then we will hit when
she will be weaker. What about Izadora? Queen Fae will never fold your command, you know. She gave Lucian a pointed look. Izadora will not have chosen when I will have finished with her. My elf plans are already underway. Just make sure that Aurora never reaches her kingdom of her. Lucian shook his head. Forget about her, Morgana. He
approached and put his hand on her shoulder. She is weak and silly. She doesn't have the courage to be queen. As you said, she sooner or later you self -destruct. on taking control of the other of the other Once you are crowned High Queen of Avalonia, Aurora Firedrake will become a memory. I want her dead, Lucian. Morgana moved away from him
and turned to face the flames, dismissing the archmage with a wave of her hand. I should have called for the Drakaar assassins much earlier. They will find her and kill her, even if you can¢ÃÂÂt. The archmage¢ÃÂÂs spine stiffened. But Your Majesty, the Drakaar are not to be trusted. They will extract a high price for this¢ÃÂÂremember what
happened after you hired them to kill Azaren. He paused and took a step closer, lowering the tone of his voice. Morgana, let me find the girl. I will not fail, just give me more time. The queen turned back around to face him. There is no more time, Lucian. The people have already heard she is alive. You told me yourself rebel factions have sprung up all
over Illiador and are searching for her too. We must find her before those troublemakers who call themselves the Silver Swords do. They are the last remnants of Azaren¢ÃÂÂs supporters, and I want them gone. Burn the forests where they take cover, and scorch the villages and towns that conceal them. If anyone is found supporting Aurora, they
must be made examples of. My niece must have no place to go, nowhere to hide. Then we will strike and make her wish she had never been born a Firedrake. The archmage bowed, his eyes like shards of cold steel. It will be done, my queen. See that it is. Morgana gazed into the dancing fire. If I want to become high queen over all the seven
kingdoms, Aurora Firedrake must die. The Journey Begins I turned over in my bed of damp moss and fallen leaves as muted sunlight shone through the trees and woke me to another day. The earthy fragrances of the forest floor lingered as light on the dewdrops danced in the cool morning breeze, dazzling the woods with a myriad of colors,
spectacular in the light of first dawn. The weather had become colder as winter drew near; I pulled my thin blanket snugly around me, not ready to get Just again. Rafe was sitting on a large rock, his gray eyes intent while he sharpened the sword. He looked at him, my eyes still closed. He wore a simple white shirt with the few best open buttons, dark
leather trousers with his usual dagger tied to the leg and high boots. He smiled when he looked up and saw that I was awake. Happy birthday! He put the sword and came to crouch next to me. His dark hair gave him the chiseled jaw, and he seemed exactly the same as when I had seen him for the first time so many months ago in the basement of the
gloomy Oblek Castle. I smiled at him, the great shadow of him by blocking the sun. How did you know it was my birthday? I also didn't know the exact date. Chuckled. Everyone in Iliador and beyond know when your birthday is, Aurora. There are some villages and city in the kingdom of your father who still celebrates him like a holiday. Oh! I blown
up while I sat. I did not know. I looked around. Where is Kalen? Rafe got up. Our little Fae friend went to make you a birthday breakfast. He should be back at any time. Come. He gave me his hand. We should be traveling early. We caught too close to the village so as it is. Give me a minute. I pulled up and brushed twigs and I left. Rafe lengthened his
hand and snatched me from the hair. Thanks, I mumbled. I have to have looked at a show. I washed my face in a nearby pond and gauze of water infused with mint leaves. The bushes rumped and Kalen was loading into the clearing where we had camped for the night. Threads on the escape of blonde hair of ashes attacked the forehead as he snorted
and he put his hands on his knees, trying to resume breath. Here you are. Rafe turned immediately. What's wrong? I heard the village guards talk to the market. They are telling everyone to keep an eye on both. Anyone Found to help you will be arrested by order of the king. Rafe juri slowly and immediately began to the horses. We have to leave now.
My father's guards will not be far behind. It it Ten days have passed since Rafe had guided us through the secret passage and outside the city of Neris. Resourcefulful as always, he had procured three horses and had guided us, without accidents, at the foot of the Sunrise Hills, more east in the heart of the Kingdom of Eldoren. Our journey brought us
along the Costa Smeraldo and we slept outdoors, skirting small villages along the road. Many had the welcoming and comfortable inns that made us nod to stay and enjoy the quiet serenity of the small villages, but we did not zealous to go inside for fear of being noticed. The most of the time we hid in the woods and only Kalen could go to the nearby
farms and village markets to buy food for us while we expected as criminals, hiding among the trees and living on the outskirts of civil. Our rhythm was slow; We took secondary roads and hidden forest routes, constantly stopping from the guards who patrolled the main commercial routes. The tanks of the market and the farmers disseminated the
narrow dirt roads, so we masked us as poor travelers, merging in the surrounding countryside. Rafe had carefully hidden his weapons under a brown cloak consumed that Kalen had procured for him in the last market we passed. At the end of the next day, we crossed Roth's open doors, a small city not so different from those I had seen before in the
north of Eldoren. Small unwanted streets and rough wooden houses were crammed together with the margins of the forest which extended on the hills and loomed like dark shadows in the distance. We will stop here for the night. Rafe has transformed his horse into a cobbled alley that he led to the Oscurit. I pushed my horse forward and followed,
passing clove figures who hurried through the streets, eager to leave the cold "a pungent wind had started a From the north. I tried to maneuver my horse closer to Rafe, but I could barely see a few feet ahead of me through the thick fog. What if we’re recognized by someone? I clenched the reins with one hand and pulled my cape. around me. Isn't it
too risky? Keep the hood, said Rafe. It is the only way to get the information we need. Once we have taken, we will leave the city before someone notice us. Do we have to meet someone here? Rafe nod. Marcus Gold. I have known him since I was a boy. He can be a shady character, but he is safe and avoids the authorities even better than us. In any
case, it is the only one that I know that it can give us information on the dagger. We need a plan if we want to steal it from Morgana. We know more, the better it is. He pushed the horse forward. He follows me. We stopped in front of a tavern that had a desperate need for a hand of fresh paint and did not seem inviting as the Dancing Daisy Inn, where
we had stayed while crossing Greystone's city to go to the Accademia di Magic of Evion. Anyway, I hoped to finally find a real bed to sleep that night. Gemando, I got off the horse and Rafe came to help me get off. I was exhausted and my thighs were irritated and painful for riding for those who seemed months. You're welcome. Kalen took me the
reins. I will abandon the horses and see you inside. I smiled at him, I gave him the reins, and I followed Rafe in the inn. The main hall of the tavern was full of righteous men and women who seemed and stinked as if they hadn't taken the bath for days. Some played dice at the tables, their intent eyes and their and more empty pockets of minute.
Others drowned their sorrows, drinking at the bar. All the tables were full of people chatting around foamy beer cups and ate the sumptuous tavern dishes. Nobody paid attention to us, but I continued to play with the hood of my cloak, ensuring that my features were covered. The innkeeper passed in front of me with a huge wooden tray; The delicious
smell of freshly baked bread has me That I hadn't ate a decent meal for days and I was starving. Rafe moved to the extremity of the room, where a man was sitting in a Table in the corner, with the hood above the head. She saw Rafe almost immediately and greeted us. Rafe sat on the bench and introduced me to the small lean man in front of me.
Marcus, I assume you don't have to say who it is? Marcus shook his head and pull the hood back. Him's skin was of a warm dark color and he had thin mustache on a small pizzetto, which, in my opinion, made him look a little a muskether. It is a great honor to meet you, Marcus said, in a low but clear voice. The eyes of him were sharp and bright, and
they glitted while he looked at my amulet, which I did not understand was on display. I smiled at him and I put it back in my tunic. I had to pay more attention; Auraken's amulet was the only thing that identified me without a doubt. I hope you don't mind, I ordered some food while I was waiting for, Marcus said when the innkeeper brought three
bowls of steaming wooden stew to our table, accompanied by a basket of hot bread and a golden meat mess to be divided. Thanks, Marcus. Rafe took the knife and began to cut the cake. Come on, Aurora, you must be hungry. I know I am. I think you have an interest in getting what we Brandorians call the dark dagger. Marcus went forward, going
straight to the point while Rafe and I ate. I nodded with my mouth full. We think that Morgana has it to you, but we have to know more about how it works and if the curse can be broken, Rafe explained. Marcus seemed to find him fun and smiled to himself before responding. Are you going to break the curse of the demon on Dragath's dagger? Rafe
did not seem amused at all. This is why we are here, Marcus. Now, is there a way or not? There could be. Marcus leaned his elbows on the table and leaning his chin on his hands, playing with his ruffled beard. I stopped eating. What is it? I have no idea what it is. There is only a person who could know to do it. She fell my face. This alleged expert did
not know how to deal with the dagger of Di Who? Constantine Redgrave, Marcus answered. Rafe’s eyebrows fired. But Constantine Redgrave is dead. This is what everyone thinks, Marcus replied again with the beard. I saw it with my own eyes. Constantine Redgrave is still alive and living in exile in Branior. I tried to remember my history lessons. I
read about him at Evolon Academy. It was Archmage during my grandfather’s rule, wasn’t it? “Yes!” replied Rafe. He was your grandfather’s right-hand man and loyal to your father. If he’s still alive, he’ll definitely help us. He is the main authority on Draghath and Demons. If anyone knows how to break the curse on the dagger, it’s him. He should
have died the same day as your father, the day Morgana took the throne of Illiador. He must have escaped the massacre at the Star Palace. Marcus nodded. Redgrave knows the stellar palace in Nerenor like the back of his hand and must have discovered a secret way out. If you’re going to break into Morgana’s building and steal the dagger, you’re
going to need her help. I hear he’s working as a masterpiece for the Sanria Library. His name is Diego Ramirez now. How do you know all this? I wasn’t entirely sure if I should trust him blindly, even though Rafe seemed to be. And why should I believe you? Not long ago, while I was on a mission in Sanria, inside the Red Citadel, I overheard a
conversation between Redgrave and Gabriel Silverthorne. I gasped, my hand flew into my mouth. My nephew? Marcus nodded. I heard Silverthorne calling Redgrave by his real name. They mentioned you. What were they saying about me? Marcus shook his head. I don’t know. I only had a moment before I had to leave or risk being caught. I stared at
my plate. I wasn’t sure what to believe anymore. Uncle Gabriel had kept so many secrets from me, revealing only what he thought was necessary. I knew he just wanted to help, and I was grateful, but it made it harder to believe what he had Marcus was telling the truth though. What would he gain by making it up? A word of advice, if I may? Marcus
leaned forward and lowered his voice. You must proceed with caution, Princess. The Dagger of Dragath is an ancient and dangerous weapon, and I don¢ÃÂÂt know how Morgana got her hands on it. But going near the Dagger without the proper knowledge is like going into battle with a needle instead of a sword. Go to Brandor and meet the
mastermage before you go after the Dagger. He will have the information you need. Only then will you have any chance of finding the Dagger of Dragath, let alone breaking the curse. Kalen suddenly appeared and sat down beside me, his face instantly giving away his distress. I put my hand on his shoulder. What happened? Kalen¢ÃÂÂs eyes were
wide. It¢ÃÂÂs the town guards. I was rubbing down the horses at the stables and I heard them talking about a fugitive who was supposed to be staying at the inn. Rafe pushed his food away and grabbed my hand, pulling me up with him. We have to leave now. He moved toward the door and gestured for Kalen to follow us. Marcus had already put up
the hood of his cloak and was heading out the door when it opened. Five armed guards with their swords ready strode into the crowded tavern, blocking our only escape route. Briarwood Castle A hush fell over the usually rowdy room, and no one moved. The tavern was too crowded for us to use magic and fight our way out¢ÃÂÂsomebody might get
hurt, and Rafe knew that. It was just my luck I would get caught and dragged back to the Summer Palace before I got halfway to Illiador. But it wasn¢ÃÂÂt me they had come for. They didn¢ÃÂÂt seem to know who we were. The guards moved forward and surrounded Marcus, pulling back his hood and holding swords to his throat. Marcus didn¢ÃÂÂt
move, but his shrewd, dark eyes darted back and forth between them. The captain of the town guards walked into the crowded room. A chill wind followed as he slammed the tavern door. Is this him, Captain? dnuos did did The custodian guard Marcus asked his superior. Him's uniform was of opaque blue, and mud stains stained the front of his tunic.
"I think it is, said the captain, of a cunning smile that spreads on his face marked by pockets. He approached Marcus, with a smooth sword in the muscular hands. Well, well, well, well, if it is not Marcus Gold, the most notorious trader of Brandor's black market. His voice rumbled through the silent room while he pushed his brown hair out of his face.
He looked at Marcus with prudence, a cat playing with him. You and your dirty magical objects do not belong to my city. You should be more attentive to the people you work with. It seems that your last customer has not worried about draining your position in the torture chamber. I mentioned the word torture, but Marcus's expression was confused
about what he was thinking. Taverna customers stressed themselves in the back, tightening against the walls and trying to stay away from the danger. Many of them approached the door, but the guards did not let them out. Marcus looked at the captain straight in his eyes. You took the wrong man. Oh, I don't think. The captain's eyes shone almost
obsessively. Cadavers were found throughout the city, and she was seen to leave one of the crime scenes. My heart beat so strong that I feared the all would hear everyone. I have no idea what you are talking about, Marco said calmly. Should we take him to the secret, Lord? He asked for a guard. The captain nods, with his hard face. Take it, I deal
with it personally. When the guards began to pull Marcus towards the door, a Gaunt man, who was sitting at the table next to us, came and stopped in front of the captain. He squeezed his hands and moved on the other hand while he spoke. I saw them, my Lord, he said to me, pointing out and turning to the captain with Simple. They were all
whispering together in the corner. “Yes?” said the captain. His muddy boots were crushing on the wooden floor as he walked towards us. I got nervous, and my magic came to life. Rafe Rafe tsrubtuo ylemitnu ruoy ,tcaf nI .leets htiw decal tub tfos saw eciov siH .lanimirc eht dneherppa ot em rof gnikrow erew yehT !yelniF niatpaC ,oN .niatpac eht no
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EHT Not even to the building for the ball. Rafe laughed sweetly at this. You’re not gonna catch Brandon Delacourt dead at a ball. He’s a notorious loner. Nobody ever sees him much. His family isn’t on the council of nobles, and I suspect that’s why your aunt didn’t put him on your list of last names to learn. He lowered his voice to a barely perceptible
whisper. “Earl Delacourt, Brandon’s father, went crazy almost 20 years old
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